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editorial
Howdy! Not much to report in this 'ere slot this time, just that I'm
pretty chuffed with all the contributions making their way to my mailbox keep them rolling in!

There's some very important articles in this issue,

so I advise you to plonk yourself down in an armchair and read them all
thoroughly.

It's all action on the Auckland Orienteering Front and your

help is needed!
Well, happy o-ing for August, mind those infamous Glenbervie tigers
don't attack you as we've Auckland Champs lurking in the not-too-distant
future!
Katie Fettes
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coming events
AUGUST
7

Sun

SA

Manukau City Centre (Hayman Park) - signposted from the
corner of Station and Great South Roads (Rainbow's End
corner).

14

Sun

C

Mangere Mountain

14

Sun

Wh

Glenbervie Challenge Badge Event, Whangarei (entries closed)

21

Sun

NW

Onepoto Domain (adjacent to Northcote offramp on the
Northern Motorway)

28

Sun

NW

Weiti Station (signposted from East Coast Bays Road, about
5km south of Silverdale)

Eg

Taranaki Championships (no information available)

SEPTEMBER
3-4
4
11

Sun
Sun

C
SA

Churchill Park, St Heliers
OY6, Waiuku Forest (signposted from Waiuku township)

17-18
18
Sun

P
NW

Junior Training Camp, Pinelands
Puketapu Road, Woodhill Forest (signposted from the forest

18

Sun

P

headquarters, 15km north of Kumeu on SH16)
CDOA OY6, Perimeter Road (no directions available)

25

Sun

C

Auckland Relay Championships, Temu Road, Woodhill Forest

OCTOBER
1-2
9

PAPO

Canterbury Championships

NW

Auckland Championships and OY7, Woodcocks, Warkworth

Sun

START TIMES
Sunday park events and OY's have start times from 10.00am till 1.00pm.
CLOSING DATE FOR NEXT ISSUE

Send all those articles you've been busy
20 AUGUST

writing to :
Katie Fettes
c/o G. Simpson
R.D.4
WAIUKU
Have you taken note of my new phone no?
085-31113
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letters to the editor
Dear Editor,
Wellington may not be as good at orienteering, but it is
definitely better at signposting.

Its list of coming events used to say

where the first sign would be, e.g. * July 17 Queen Elizabeth Park (signed off SH 1 at Mackey's Crossing).
For our Woodhill Forest events in paticular, where I couldn't even find
Otakanini Topu (for example) on my 1:50,000 map, all fixture lists could
thus say:
* July 10 OY4 Otakanini Topu, Woodhill Forest (signed off SH16 1km
south of Helensville).
The extra work could even increase numbers attending; at present I am
unlikely to drive 70 kilometres one way to a description as vague as
"Waiuku Forest"!
Could the fixtures list (or your magazine) please show reference dates
for young orienteers - W10s, M11s etc; on successive OYs one child has
been advised to run. in two different age groups by officials, themselves
uncertain of the right age category.

Perhaps you could encourage young

orienteers by printing these prominently.
Lastly, could you publish up-to-date OY tables if you have room for
them please, through the year?
Yours constructively,
Michael S. Hood

Dear Michael,
Many thanks for your letter.

I think a lot can be learnt

from letters like this, so I hope all club members take note, as I can
only do so much.
Your criticisms of Auckland event signposting are quite justified.
Would clubs please let me know of where they are signposting from, so
that I can print it in the Coming Events list.

I don't think I should

be required to ring around club members all over Auckland trying to find
event organisers for information.

One person from each club should let

me know of the directions to their club events, for the remaining year.
This would certainly help to further promote our sport.
A detailed information page on OY grades and rules appeared in the
January/February magazine.
year of competition.

Ages are always taken as at 31 December of the

M/W10 is for Juniors up to and including the age of

10; M/W11 is for juniors up to and including the age of 11, and so on.
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As for OY tables, these are usually displayed with updated results at
OY events. Publishing them in this magazine would probably take up to
4 pages of valuable space, and I would be unwilling to print them unless
sufficient interest warranted it. What do the rest of you think??
Hope this clears up the queries and suggestions made. It's better
to air your grievances in this magazine than to take them around the
next course with you!
Editor

Dear Editor,
Due to the normal delays, your April edition has only just
reached me with its polite letter from Julia Fettes asking why Hawkes
Bay did not run the W21A grade on the same course as W19 at Easter.
The rules for course lengths are based on the winning times for each
grade and like all course setters, we spent a lot of time trying to come
up with the correct formula. We know from experiences that no two events
come up with the same minutes per km even on the same map, and when the
competitors change, particularly in the small entry grades, no formula can
get all the lengths correct.
We based the lengths for the Easter event on the October 1987 National
results, the latest available at the time. We did not expect as many
entries as the Nationals, and assumed the Easter winners would almost
certainly have competed at them. The winning National minutes per km were
11.8 for W19 grade and 15.3 for W21A so we could not hope for a 50 minute
winning time for both grades (as per the rules) if we put them on the
same course.
The flaw in this formula was Julia herself - she didn't run in Nationals
Oh well, we knew we would not get them all right and just hope she enjoyed
the difficulty, rated hard. The solution for Julia is, of course, easy.
All she has to do is keep winning the W21A and course setters will be
falling over themselves to keep her running for exactly 50 minutes.
Kind Regards,
Brian Crawford
8 Totara Street
Taradale, Napier
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central chatter
Hullo again Central!
* Not much happening this month due to either i) not much happening this month, or
ii) plenty happening this month but no-one wants to tell me!
Secrecy aside, I'm sure most of you are aware of Chatterbox's true
identity - shock, horror, probe! - so for goodness sake if anything of
interest is going on with you, you are not vain!

Phone and tell me -

ph 506-651.
* Something interesting occuring is Brisbane's World Expo, and if you
want to hear about it, talk to our very own jet-setters of late Eddie and Robyn Reddish and Bill and Jill Mellows.
* A big 'good on yer' to Tony Nicholls who hobbled around his first
orienteering event since his recent podiatry surgery - medical lingo
for 'had something done to his foot' (I think).
* All Central orienteers interested in being part of relay teams for
Nationals and the 7-Day event, phone Tony Nicholls for co-ordination
on 666-984 (evenings).
* The N.Z. Secondary Schools Champs held over 9/10 July proved to be
fruitful for Edgewater College. A last minute team re-shuffle paid
off as Team 1 (Darren A., Damien R., and Brett A.) romped home in first
place and Team 2 (Tony R., Chris M., and Allan Scoltock) came in 3rd.
All are Central members except for Allan (not yet anyway).
Edgewater won overall on Sunday in the individual event but congratulations must go to all Central runners; Tony, Angus, Chris, Darren,
Matthew, Brett, Gordon, Anthony, Matthew T, and Katie.
* Next meeting is on Wednesday 3rd August at 7.30pm, Tony and Margaret's
place, 170 Campbell Road, One Tree Hill, ph 666-984.
Chatterbox

north west news
* The inaugural N.Z. Secondary Schools Champs are now over and the events
went off without any major hitches. All credit must go to Stan Foster
who had the initial idea and was prepared to put in hours of work to
see it come to fruition. Thanks Stan, you can now concentrate on your
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own orienteering. It was also great to see how willingly people pitched
in to help during the weekend, and for some long hours were involved.
However it was also disappointing to find a few club members who couldn't
even spare half an hour of their time to lend a hand.
* Congratulations to the North West girls from Rangitoto College who took
out the prize for the top girls' school overall.

Alison, Hanne and Jeni

were 2nd in the senior relays and Brenda, Marit and Donna were 1st in the
Junior relays.

These results combined with excellent runs in the individ-

ual event, saw them come in ahead of the Putaruru girls.
* Good luck to Beth Marlton who is returning to England this month.

During

the short time Beth has been with the club she has taken part in most
events and has been willing to help without even being asked!

We will

miss you!
* Also leaving the club and New Zealand are former Treasurer Warwick McLisky
and his family.

Warwick has been transferred to Korea for three years

and we wish him well.

Don't orienteer too close to the border though!

* Congratulations to Wayne and Sophie Campton on the arrival of their new
son.

While Wayne is no longer a financial member of North West, he is

still quietly putting in a lot of work on the mapping side, and for this
the club is grateful.
* Those of you who got to know Ingrid Svensson while she was here in 1984
will be able to renew their aquaintance during the South Island 7-Day in
January. She and Stefan Branth will be competing while on a World-Wide
Orienteering Promotion Tour, which also takes in South America!
* Many apologies for the mistakes made in the results at the Shakespear
event on July 3rd. Here are the correct times :
J. Alldred

83.03

P. Johansen

83.52

* John Fettes has had a busy northern summer filled with big Scandinavian
orienteering events.

He has been finding the courses very challenging

and isn't too pleased with his results, but is enjoying the tough competition all the same.

He has run in the Sorlandsgaloppen (Norwegian 6-Day),

Finnish 5-Day, and O Ringen (Swedish 5-Day), and is due home in mid-August.
* The next club meeting is on Thursday 4th August, at Les Paver's, 80 Velma
Road, Glenfield. Start time is 7.30pm.
North West Newshound
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s.a. weasel wafflings
* A meeting can only be a meeting if bods turn up.

The Weasel has it on

good authority that only FIVE attended the last club meeting.
well Val and Robbie are home.

Just as

They've just arrived home from a four-

month trip to Canada, so at least 3 enthusiasts got a low-down on their
journey.
* A reminder to club members that our next club event is on August 7th,
at Manukau City Centre (Hayman's Park).

To those of you who think it

will be too easy, come and try the amazing Motala Course.
* Timberlands Forestry have advised us that they wish us to refer to Waiuku
Forest as the Timberlands Waiuku Block from now on.
* Mark Currie is the latest holder of the Going Well Cone.

Mum and Dad

must be holding secret training sessions in what remains of the forest.
Ian Currie is no longer in charge of protecting our forest, but appears
to be in charge of cutting it down - it all goes with promotion.
* How many orienteers can fit into Bev and Lyndsay Shuker's lounge on
Monday, 5th September for the next club meeting?

It'll be a 7.45pm start.

* Ray Sheldon, longtime club member, has been spotted wandering around the
district presumably on a short holiday.
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Nice to see you home, Ray.

OK
ORIENTEERING

CERTIFICATE
- Kiwi Certificate - for completing 5

Orienteering events.

ORIENTEERING

KEA

sponsored by the A.O.A.

Certificate - for completing a

further 5 Orienteering events - making it 10 Orienteering
events

sponsored by the A.O.A.

ORIENTEERING KOTUKU

Certificate - for completing

a further 5 Orienteering events making it 15
Orienteering events

sponsored by the A.O.A.

There is no time limit on the completing of the required events for any certificate.
Competitors may participate alone - or in pairs.
It is accepted that a competitor may be accompanied by an adult, on the
understanding that the Junior tries to do most of the navigating.
The application for the certificate must contain the events (dates and places).
Applications for the certificate to be sent to :-

Leon McGivern
46 Hope Farm Avenue
Pakuranga
Phone 564567.
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SOUTH ISLAND 7 DAY
ORIENTEERING
FESTIVAL '89
June 1988
TO ALL NEW ZEALAND ORIENTEERING CLUBS

The purpose of this letter is to answer some of the queries that have
been raised about the seven day festival .
We are looking forward to the festival and a lot of work is being done
to make seven high quality events enjoyable for all those involved.
A committee has been together since early last year and various
responsibilities have been taken by people on this committee.
Cadbury Moro have provided sponsorship by paying for the airfares for
the three Swedish mappers to come to New Zealnd for last summer. (After
their time with us they went on to the North Island to assess the area
being proposed for the 1990 World Cup race.)
New Zealand Tourist and Publicity's (NZTP) sponsored us by having the
publicity brochures and entry forms printed. We felt that to attract
orienteers from overseas we needed to promote the festival as early and
as well as possible - the brochure we have, and that we distributed
widely in Tasmania in January, is our way of achieving this promotion.
We ask that all bookings be done through the NZTP to show that
orienteers appreciate their sponsorship.
We are providing seven events. The five individual events, subject to
NZOF approval, will all be badge events. These five are Orton Bradley,
Craigmore, Naseby, Gladbrook (previously Ardlui, but still near
Middlemarch, and with similar terrain) and Waikaia.
As well as individual badge credits being given, there will be a
festival award accumulated over these five events based on a points
system, with the best four counting.
Craigmore, Gladbrook and Waikaia are new areas, and Orton Bradley and
Naseby are re-maps. But for those of you who were at APOC 1984 you will
realise that even if you'd run on the Naseby map many times you wouldn't
have much advantage.
The relays are also at Naseby - but on a different part of the map.
The Tekapo event has been called an informal event. The only reason for
that is because the area is too small to give the event badge status.
This informal event will be a score event with pre marked maps. Start
times will be available through the day - probably on the hour. The
forest at Tekapo is clear running, and it is a beautiful area. The
finish area will be right beside Lake Tekapo - ideal for a refreshing
swim at the end of your run.
Social events are planned for Ranfurly on the evening of Thursday 12
January after the relays and at Waikaia on Sunday evening.
We plan for our registration centres to be places for people to gather
socially in an informal way.
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NZTP Travel Office

The $15/$8 entry fee has been questioned. The main reason for this is
our mapping costs are high. We do not have enough orienteers in the
South Island to both put the hours into mapping, and to do the work
planning and organising the rest of the festival.
We brought in world class mappers to do the initial field work, and are
having most of the cartography done by contract to DOSLI (Department of
Survey and Land Information). We wanted to ensure that a very high
standard was set from the start, and this high standard would continue
throughout. We have since been informed that people to do this
cartography were available in the North Island at a cheaper rate but
this information did not filter through early enough.
NZOF have given us a loan (but not an interest free one) and this has
helped us with our mapping costs before entry fees are all in.

One of our aims from the festival is to promote orienteering in the
South Island - after the festival money and energy will go into starting
a new club in South Canterbury based in Timaru. It is significant that
Kevin McGlinchy, the committee chairperson, and the secretaries, Nigel
and Sue King, come from Timaru.

If you do have questions about details of the seven day festival please
write to us so we can answer your questions.

The Moro South Island Seven Day Orienteering Festival Committee

Address for enquiries or questions:
Nigel and Sue King,
Secretaries,
Moro South Island Orienteering Festival 1989,
P O Box 592,
TIMARU.
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from kiwi-o co-ordinator
Dear Paul,
I have just received the enclosed from Mark.

It's so good I have,

without Mark's O.K., set about getting it out to you as quickly as possible.
We, in orienteering, have been unhappy that we have known so little
about what's going on; what we might be committed to do etc.

I went to a

meeting of local sports people and co-ordinators last night.

We are not

alone in our concern.
going has been weak.

The link between getting it started and keeping it
The N.Z.O.F. is sending me to a meeting in Wellington

of all co-ordinators (14) and national reps from all sports tomorrow.
miss Otakanini curse it.)

(I'll

The purpose of that meeting is to sort out how

the programme will be serviced.

Even the decision about how long co-ordin-

ators will be employed has not yet been made.
Our efforts to back up co-ordinators (the N.Z.O.F. has sent each coordinator a complimentary copy) has been welcomed by co-ordinators and so
far we have done relatively well.
Wellington, as can be seen from the enclosed, is well ahead in the ball
game.
It's clear that the Kiwisport is capturing the imagination of schools.
It's clear that maximum back-up is the name of the game.
What is possible and what is desirable may well be very different.
sports face that problem!

Not least the sports with paid full-time coaches.

Sports with a paid coach expect that one person to meet all demands!
unteers are unknown!

All
Vol-

We, on the other hand, have an army of volunteers

just lurking in the wings... don't we?
Your first need.... a Mark Roberts to liaise with your area co-ordinator.
Your second need, a list from the co-ordinator of schools that have registered.

Your third step : some ringing around to establish what you might

be able to do and to find out what might be wanted.
I have more handbooks.
staff meetings.

I'd like to have a 10 minute video for teacher

I'd like to have some activity cards prepared which could

be handed to a teacher group so the group could be split up into say pairs
to teach the rest of the group their allocated activity.

We would not then

have a heavy, possibly unacceptable demand for orienteers to do demonstrations.
But I haven't, yet.
I'll let you know what happens in Wellington.

In the mean time could you

arrange for all members to see the Wellington statement?
know.
Cheers, Laurie B.
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Everyone needs to

kiwisport orienteering
The Hillary Commission have spent heaps of money on a new campaign for
children's sport called Kiwisport.

It's being launched this month, and the

Wellington regional co-ordinator is our very own Bruce Dryden (HAVOC) and
the Wellington Boys' and Girls' Sports Institute.
Kiwisport promotes and describes modified versions of traditional sports
scaled down to be suitable for young children.

This of course is central

to the way orienteering works, so 'Kiwi Orienteering' is equivalent to
M/W12B.
Kiwisport
is therefore
to teachers,
Kiwisport

is heavily participative and is administered via schools. It
an ideal opportunity to introduce orienteering to pupils and
and place orienteering permanently in the school curriculum.
emphasises skill transfer between recreation, sport and other

educational pursuits. Orienteering, with its physical, geographical,
mathematical and life-skills aspects, is very obviously more successful
in this than, for instance, Kiwi Table Tennis.
Kiwisport is meant to be fun.

Orienteers must concentrate on everything

we can do to make sure that Kiwi O-courses are available, accessible, understandable, easy, safe and successful for the young novice.
Kiwisport kits are now being supplied to participating schools in this
region, and they contain a message from the W.O.A.

This message includes

information about who to contact : the Kiwisport Liaison Officers are
Mark Roberts (W.O.A. and HAVOC), Bruce Dryden (HAVOC), Warwick Hill (WOC),
Royce Mills (RKOC) and Liz and Ray Nicholson (WaiOC).
The message also states that the only way to understand O is to come to
one of our events, so if you are contacted by a teacher please do everything
you can. Clubs can provide advice, assistance, equipment, clipcards, maps,
venues, events, clippers, controls etc. Note to club committee members :
are you ready to supply the N.Z.O.F. schools resource book and the N.Z.O.F.
cheapo clipper set?
Kiwisport is being launched and demonstrated in Wellington (16 June),
Hutt Valley (23 June), Porirua (30 June), Masterton (14 July), for teachers.
At each launch a speaker will encourage teachers to provide orienteering
as an option, and Kiwi-O will be demonstrated. This is vital because ours
is easily the most obscure sport on the Kiwisport list.

We have a lot of

work to do to convince teachers to offer Kiwi-O, and if we don't, we've
blown the best opportunity we've ever had.
What the event organisers must do
WARNING!

Kiwisport participants will be coming to your events!

Kiwi-O courses, and label them as such.

So provide

These will often be the M/W12B
(continued...)
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courses, but you might like to provide M/W7B, M/W9B and M/W11B courses.
Try to provide instructors to help teachers and children at events; but
if they don't wear a big badge saying "My name is.... and I'm here to help"
then they will be very lonely people.
Let's review a few important aspects of Kiwi-O courses :
* NO barbed wire, electric fences, fight, nettles, bush lawyer, gorse,
blackberry, roads, swamps, deep or fast rivers, steep hillsides, native
bush or forest trimmings.

NO map corrections, badly photocopied maps,

old and inaccurate maps, jargon like 're-entrant', symbolic control
descriptions or hidden controls.
* LOTS of paths, handrails, catching features, attack points.
* PLEASE don't let these youngsters get lost, or cold, or wet, or muddy.
What's new about Kiwi Orienteering?
NO COMPASS WORK.

For years, teachers have been doing boring compass excer¬

sises and calling it orienteering.

Hide your hire compasses, don't let the

kids use them, tell the teachers that Kiwi-O is about maps and fun, not
technique and technology.
FORGET TRADITION. Kiwi-O has to be accessible to schools, so we must dispense with a few conventions.

Clippers can be replaced with colour-coded

crayons, or secret codes to be written down, or sweets.

Control flags can

be ice-cream pottles, or tin lids, or bits of plastic, or paper coloured
red and white.

Control standards can be trees, or canes.

Maps need not be

complex, or sophisticated, or big - just accurate and well-reproduced.
PROVIDE A CERTIFICATE.

Kiwi sport red tape requires a certificate to show

that the participant has completed a course.

It need only be simple, but

it must mention Kiwi Orienteering, and must congratulate the participant
for taking part and finishing.
DE-EMPHASISE COMPETITION.
show results?
lose?

Everyone wins with Kiwisport.

Why do we have to congratulate winners?

Paticipation is rewarded.

Why do we have to
Why must someone

Completion is rewarded.

Skill is rewarded.

Not winning.
What the individual orienteer can do
Ask your kids' teachers or youth group leaders, or the local school, to
adopt Kiwisport,

Ask them to offer Kiwi-O.

Ask them if they need your

help to train the kids, or run the events, or map the school grounds, or
liaise with the club, or transport the kids to events on Sundays, or just
to explain what O is all about.

Ask them to come to a conventional club

event so they will understand O.
Kiwisport is a tremendous opportunity for O in New Zealand.
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Mark Roberts, Wellington

c.d.o.a. championships
Date : November 6, 1988
Map : Kapamahunga
Scale 1:15,000

Contour interval 5m

Hilly farmland with rock features and areas of native bush with
variable runnability. The map was used for the Austalia/New Zealand
Challenge in September 1987. Courses will be more representative
of the map as a whole than was the case in the Challenge. Climb on
all courses will not exceed 7%.
Start times : will be from 10.30am. Courses close at 2.30pm.
Planner : James Tubb
Controller : Jock Stronach
Co-ordinator : Les Warren
Course and Grade Combinations :
Course

Grades

Approx. distance

Difficulty

1

M21A

8.5 km

V. hard

2

M35A

6.5

V. hard

3
4

M40A, M19A, W21A
M45A, M17A, W35A

5.5
5.0

hard
hard

5

M50A, W40A, W19A

4.0

hard

6

M55A, W45A, W17A

3.5

hard

7

M60A, W50A, W55A

3.0

hard

8

M15A, M21B

4.5

medium

M35B, W15A, W21B
M13A, M17-20B, M40-49B, W35B

3.5
3.0

medium
medium

2.5

easy

1.8

easy

9
10
11
12

M50+B,
W17+C

M17+C, W13A, W40+B, W17-20B,

M12, M13-16B, W12, W13-16B

If insufficient entries are received for any grade, the organisers reserve
the right to combine grades.
Fees : Senior

$9

(late entry fee $13.50)

Junior

$4

(late entry fee $6.00)

Family

$18

(late entry fee $27.00)

Late entry fees are payable after 30 September 1988.

Late entries will

be accepted at the organisers discretion and only if the late entry fee
is included
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orienteering in yugoslavia
The following article is written by a Yugoslavian girl who I met in 1983
at the World Championships in Hungary.

We have been penpals for a few

years, and hope to meet again in Sweden next year.
kindly sent this article to me.

In July this year she

(Editor)

At the age of thirteen, most of the boys and girls in our country are
about to finish primary school.

About two months before the school year

ended, in March 1981, someone came to our class and said that we should
all stay an hour longer in the school to hear something about orienteering.
I never heard about that before, so I decided to stay, although I didn't
even know that orienteering was a sport!

There were 90 of us on that first

"lesson", 15 of us who continued with it and came to the organised trainings regularly once a week, and I'm the only one who stayed till today.
In those days the first orienteering club in Yugoslavia, O.K. "Maksimir"
was formed by a few enthusiasts who did all the work - teaching new
orienteers, organising competitions, getting some Swedish map-makers who
made the first IOF map of one park in Zagreb, and, of course, running
o-competitions themselves. That wasn't the beginning of orienteering in
Yugoslavia, but it was the beginning of IOF orienteering. Before that,
a lot of competitions took place, but these were mostly on black and white
maps, scale 1:25,000 or 1:50,000, with tents instead of control flags,
and It was so called team orienteering, with teams consisting of three
members running together all the course.
In 1981 and 1982 we did lots of things. We went to many competitions
abroad, to Austria and Hungary, and some of us went even to Sweden, to
compete at "O-Ringen 5-Days", and came home filled with impressions, new
ideas and new equipment. I can imagine how my o-friends felt seeing
20,000 people running orienteering in Sweden; when I went to the 5-Days
of Czechoslovakia I couldn't believe that there were really some 4,000
orienteers. After that some of us began not only to run at the competitions
but to train in between too. At the same time orienteering spread to
other parts of the country and there were a few more clubs and more and
more competitions.
In 1983 we had a national team going to the World Championships in
Hungary.

That was something!

I remember being so scared before the comp-

etition, as I never was in my life!

The others must have felt the same

because our results were a catastrophe, even though we weren't expecting
much.

But we learned a lot again.

After that our champion, Mile Stevanovic

made some great results - he won several international competitions and in
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(continued...)

the Balkan Championships he ended up second.
too.

Our women's team grew better

Rada Gasparovic ran many competitions abroad in W21E class and was

often ranked among the first three.
In past five years we made about 30 new maps in Yugoslavia; orienteering
came to almost all parts of the country; there are many of us who are
training real hard; and we have about 30 IOF competitions each year.
course, there are still lots of things to be done.

Of

There is still no one

to work with our juniors, some of them very good, fast and talented, we
have financial problems because of Yugoslavia's bad economic situation, etc,
but I do believe that everything is going to be better.
Yugoslavia as a country offers great possibilities for orienteering.
There are lots of different types of terrains, all of them very interesting
and runnable.

Near Zagreb, the town where I live, there are many flat

terrains with lots of small details which give us the possibility of making
technically very complicated (or shall I say interesting) courses.

There

is also a mountain, 1000m high, very useful for condition-trainings and
physically difficult courses.

The western part of the country has the

Alps, so the terrains there are rocky, and in the middle of Yugoslavia we
have a national park "Plitvice", with terrain covered in holes, so it is
called "negative terrain".

There are so many holes that it's almost

impossible to put them all on the map, and every course made there must
be interesting.

The map of this terrain is not finished yet, and besides,

there are some 150 bears and other wild animals living there, so I'm not
so sure about the safety of this area.
In the east forest becomes very thick, filled with bushes and plants
which make running difficult or even impossible, but there are also a few
exceptions of these terrains so we can make the maps there.

The Adriatic

Coast is the part where we have only one competition per year, because it
consists of rocks and stones, and there are no trees at all.

Nevertheless,

I think orienteering is possible there too, if nothing else than townorienteering, as there are many well-known towns and villages.
I really do hope that this article will be interesting enough to make
someone from New Zealand, or anyone else who reads it, and who happens to
travel through Europe, come to Yugoslavia to do some orienteering.
Dunja Uroic, POK Maksimir
Zagreb, Yugoslavia
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orienteering in auckland
The Auckland orienteering scene has undergone many changes over the years;
runners have come and gone, events have grown, even club names have changed
(remember Pupuke?). There is now an event of some sort every weekend from
February to November, as well as the summer series on Tuesday evenings.
The sport is in good health! Membership is up this year, park events
are very well supported by the public and we managed to supply four finalists in the last World championships! But there are still many areas in
which we can improve our organisation, efficiency and image without increasing the overall workload of club and event officials.
The A.O.A. has put together a "think tank" which is looking at ways of
improving orienteering in Auckland. We need your ideas, your feedback, as
to how this can best be achieved.
down and send them to :

So put pen to paper, get your ideas

North West : Keith Stone, 8 Agathis Ave, Mairangi Bay, Akl 10.
Central : Leon McGivern, 46 Hope Farm Road, Pakuranga.
South Auckland : John Robinson, P.O. Box 575, Pukekohe.
Juniors, all clubs : Jill Clendon, 21 Cleland Cres, Blockhouse Bay.
WOC Squad : Al Landels, 114 St Andrews Road, Epsom.
or hand them to any of the above at an event.
a newcomer or a hardened veteran.

It doesn't matter if you're

Or whether your ideas are big or small.

Or whether it's a gripe or a grand plan.
we need solutions as well as problems.

Try to be constructive though Write about anything to do with

orienteering - here are a few suggestions :
1. The A.O.A. - How do you see the role of the A.O.A.?

Leader, liaison,

adviser, or the way it is now?
2. Your club administration - Is it effective?
improvement?

Do you have ideas for

Does your club fulfill your needs?

3. Events - format, venues, number - How often do you think we should have
"park/farm" type events?

How many OY's do you think we should have?

What do you think of the "colour-code" system?

How many o-events would

you prefer in a month (including park events)?

Any thoughts on how to

improve the calendar?
4. Workload - How do you think this could be eased?
5. Membership - Take care of our members!

How?

What would you like to

see (competitive and/or social) as part of your club scene?
6. New (incoming) members - What can we do to assist you/them?
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were you looking for when you join(ed) a club?
(continued...)

What are/

7. Price structure - Costs of maps and equipment are climbing quickly,
especially under "user-pays" policies.

How do you think clubs can

best structure their membership and event fees to keep up?

Please,

your comments!
8. Equipment - Any helpful thoughts, ideas for improvement?
9. Promotion and Publicity - We're not getting our share!
who can co-ordinate this for the Auckland clubs.

We need someone

Your ideas please!

(Honorarium?)
10. Training - Are you happy with the training opportunities offered?
What would you like to see introduced?

(Remember the training days

after every OY, when the controls were left out?)
Deadline is August 30th
We want to hear from as many people as possible, so get writing!
Regards, Bruce Henderson, Chairman A.O.A.

south island 7-day trip
Itinerary :
January 7 : 1st event Christchurch.
January 8 : Informal event Tekapo.
January 9 : 2nd event Timaru.

Stay at Timaru.

Stay at Naseby.

January 10 : 3rd event Naseby.
January 11 : Rest day.

Stay at Timaru.

Stay at Naseby.

Stay at Naseby.

January 12 : Relay event Naseby.

Stay at Naseby.

January 13 : 4th event Middlemarch.

Stay at Dunedin

January 14 : Rest day. Stay at Gore.
January 15 : 5th event Waikaia. Stay at Gore.
January 16 : Return to Christchurch.
Cost is expected to be $205 plus share of petrol and food.

Travel to and

from Christchurch will be everyone's own responsibility.
A few positions are still available; if interested contact Stan Foster,
phone 416-7106.
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junior page
Well, no particular essays to write (except scholarly ones on biotechno¬
logical advances) - BECAUSE, NOBODY HAS GIVEN ME ANYTHING !!!
you?

Do you exist?

Where are

Do you want a junior page at all? - because there's

no information to put in it!
I am willing to be editor with things to edit, but one cannot feed the
cat with a salad, can one?
But don't worry, it's O.K., I'm not a grouch or in a bad mood because
I've just eaten a particularly nice lasagna.
Schools Champs
A really good weekend all round, we even had some people from the South
Island which was great.

It was also excellent to see that not only

Aucklanders took away the trophies - we don't want to increase any swellheads, do we Edgewater???
Real winners : Philip Wood (Senior)
Darren Dinosaur (Intermediate)
Bryce Brighouse (Junior)
Alison Stone (Senior)
Teeny Robbie (Intermediate)
J. Henderson (Junior) - sorry, don't know your first name
Multiple winners and schools :
Guys - Seniors : 1. Paraparaumu 2. Kapiti 3. Edgewater
Intermediate : 1. Edgewater 2. Kings 3. Paraparaumu
Juniors : 1. Putaruru 2. Birkdale 3. Kings
Girls - Seniors : 1. Rangitoto 2. Kings
Intermediate : 1. Putaruru 2. Wellington Girls 3. Westlake
Juniors : 1. Rangitoto 2. Birkdale 3. Birkdale
... and of course the superior schools are Rangitoto and Edgewater! It
was amazing that practically all of the winners were regular orienteers.
Get your friends into it, guys, we've recruited some great people from
the schools champs.
Squad Names/Logos
Where are they?

How about Sprog Squad?

If no-one is willing to make

contributions we'll have to flag the whole thing.

Get into it!

Send any contributions (PLEASE) to :
Chief Bosher, 25 Deep Creek Road, Torbay, Auckland 10.
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south auckland
orienteering club's

15

th

anniversary !

You're ALL invited !!!
th

on Saturday 10 September,
the day before OY6 in

Waiuku Forest. Party

and accomodation in
Waipipi

Hall.

Watch
this
space!

coaching in auckland
72 Arran Road
Browns Bay
Auckland 10
4 July, 1988
Dear Auckland Orienteer,
At the last A.O.A. meeting, it was decided to try
and get a coaching sub-committee "up and running". This decision followed
on a couple of meetings with N.Z.O.F. coaching officer, Mark McKenna, and
others at Easter and Queen's Birthday weekends, where discussion had centred
around ways of keeping-going some of the impetus gained at the January
coaching course. It was felt that lively regional committees, reporting
back to Mark, would both ensure that the local coaching needs were being
adequately met, and would also provide Mark with good communication and
support, and an effective sub-committee for the N.Z.O.F.
Michael Wood has already got a group going in the Wellington region.
have undertaken to act as convenor of a similar group in Auckland.

I

I envisage some of the tasks of this committee could/would be :
1. Continue the coaching activities for juniors formerly undertaken by
John Rix and others; and to generally give support and help to the
Auckland Junior Squad.
2. Run training days for orienteers other than juniors, in the Auckland
region.
3. Work with the Senior Training Squad to meet the needs of the local squad
members.
4. Help find individual coaches for orienteers requesting them (several
juniors are wanting this).
5. Provide written and other material for general coaching needs in the area
6. Train Level 1 coaches, as was decided desirable at the January training
camp.
so.)

(We undertook to provide a course in June/July but haven't done
The specifics of the Level 1 coaching training are still being

discussed and probably won't be finalised until next year.
7. Oversee and help our Kiwi sport orienteering in our region (we are fortunate in having N.Z.O.F. Kiwisport co-ordinator here - Laurie B . ) .
8. Help novice orienteers and new club members.
9. Provide equipment/material/support for the club coaches and school
instructors in the area.
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(continued...)

10. ?? Your ideas??
Make-up of the committee
Initially the committee would consist of the people who attended the January
course and became Level 2 coaches (mostly because they undertook to keep
the ball rolling, at that time, but also because they are already "there"!).
In addition, club coaches and any others with a special interest in coaching.
All the above are just ideas off the top of my head, I hope everyone will
now make their contributions.

The goals will be :

- co-ordinate ideas
- reduce fragmentation and the ensuing waste of energy
- make sure there is some on-going programme planned ahead
A group of about ten people would ensure the load can be comfortably spread
without anyone feeling over-committed.

I would also allow effective use

of people who do not want to take on a "position of responsibility" because
they are often absent or extremely busy for periods of time.
I hope to call a meeting in the second half of August when John and Val
will have returned; Laurie B. will be in Auckland again; and I will be back
from my July absence overseas.

Also the results of the Auckland "think tank"

meeting will be available.
I will contact everyone at that time, but I would welcome your responses
to this idea and any further thoughts you may have.

Please send them to the

above address.
Sincerely,
Judy Martin.

WANTED
AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL SPORTS AND AWARDS MANUAL.
A l a r g e green and gold f o l d e r ( a l s o c o n t a i n s a Video)
belonging to Terry N a t h a l l , was borrowed d u r i n g t h e Summer
Series.
Would t h e person who has i t p l e a s e c o n t a c t u r g e n t l y
Terry or myself.

either

Thanks
Leon McGivern

( 564567 Ak.)
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three days of woe
So it's the Queen's Birthday 3-Day you want to hear about, Katie. It all
seems so long ago. But I sit here suffering from the 'flu thinking
pessimistic thoughts (not the 'flu's thoughts), so naturally the thinking
turns to the 3-Day. I can forsee the day I finally retire from o-ing. All
the great names in O-sport will get up and cheer. Yes cheer, because never
again will they have to stop in mid-run to help me once again find my way
out of ever decreasing contours - never again have to feel a twinge of guilt
as I stagger over the finish line 180 minutes behind the elite runners.
Cheer because for the length of time I'm in the forest, I could have (and
probably have) run the elite course twice.

I'm pessimistic because I never seem to learn from my mistakes - I never
make the same mistake!! - and because at about no.7 my brain goes into underdrive and I hash instead of sitting on a knoll and thinking clearly and
concisely. Pessimistic because I see 15-year-olds heading straight for the
control with unnerving aim, and 60-year-olds whose legs leap over branches
with gay abandon (men, of course).
So what went wrong? Day 1 - a branchless
the muscle strain, but it was plod, plod not
by mapreading instead of compass, got on the
giving up - but stumbling over control - led

course should have cut down
too badly to no.7. Then lured
wrong spur - one hour later me home to a brilliant last

again.
Day 2 - how could I miss, sheer cold should have sent the corpuscles
pulsing. Led astray at start by a wee boy with tears in eyes (where am I?),
helped him over stile and forgot my own destination. But after that, just
not enough puff, and steamed home (carefully, mind you), going into each
control - controlled and precise - beaten again by whirlwind Mavis.
Day 3 - tired, disspirited, but the sun was out.
and careful, oh so careful to no.1.

Bush looked easy -

Lured east by trough (wrong one of

course) but only six minutes - a record for me to find myself, didn't even
ask - and up and over into no.3.

Saw Hilary ahead but she flew out of sight,

I kept to the long gully, learnt that at Nationals.

Ah, no.4, pace count

to no.5 - all those dinky little gashes in the ground, waddyacallems one, two, three, and ah, a knoll!

Yippee!

Down to corner, over fence, tore

finger wide open, blood over card, self, slammed my thumb over gaping flesh
and ran for final control, collapse at finish.
sunshine.

Mavis sitting smiling in

Two stitches in finger, scarred for life... what's left of it.

Entered 'D' class in Winnipeg - maybe a little boy will help me there.
So it's goodbye from him and goodbye from W101 for a couple of months and
good riddance too.
W101
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and happiness
It's all in the stars, isn't it?
read into it.

The future or past or whatever you want to

So the day you feel gloomy and the next - well what was the

3-Day really like?

Today the sun is up, the sky is blue, my cold is better

(and the memories).

The courses were good - well-set - the venues fantastic -

the social life fun.

First day a lovely walk through bush to a sunny start

and toilet provided.

What a boon.

Second day weather-wise a bit bleak,

but what a view, out and over the mountains into a green and glorious valley.
The course was fast, arduous and tricky, but when one finds the controls
the course setter gets the praise.
And then the third day, through dry water-courses , log heaps and sun
warming one's back on the hilltops. The smell of pine resin and long open
spaces of needles and knolls. The evenings of complete relaxation - games
of 500 with your o-friends... what more does a three-day hold? Only the
come down of come home, and scrubbing the cinders off the o-shoes and sox,
and settling down again into routine. Who wants to - we're planning bigger
and better things.
W100

bits and pieces
* It was good to see some orienteers having a bash at the harriers' sport,
at the recent Auckland Cross-Country Championships in Cornwall Park :
Tania Robinson, Barry Cooper, Keith Stone, Matthew Tuck and Al Landels.
Also spotted recently was a regular orienteer on top of Mt Eden, waving
arms about at the Auckland features to a small party of tourists.
* The World Deaf Games are being held in Christchurch in early January 1989,
and for the second time in succession Tony Nicholls (Central Club) has
been selected as the head coach of New Zealand's athletic delegation.
Unfortunately, the Games are being run on a very tight budget and New
Zealand coaches and athletes alike have been asked to come up with more
than a thousand dollars each to meet the costs.
has had to withdraw from his position.

For this reason, Tony

Instead he is planning to compete

in the South Island 7-Day, so we certainly hope this makes up for the
disappointment.
* Some of you may remember Anne Salisbury, who spent two years in N.Z. in
1982/83, on a working sort of holiday from Britain. This year she
retired from elite orienteering, after just missing out on making the
British team to the 1987 World Championships. She's now working at the
National Centre for Mountaineering Activities, in Wales.
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Cornwall park aquatics 24/7
Quite a novel time in more ways than one!

Doing a course under an

umbrella, stencilling the codes onto your arm to save opening the map
case, retiring injured from sliding 15 metres into a tree, back of a
truck for master maps, registration and tea-making

quite a family

bunch!
As one prominent character quoted, "Point yourself in the right direction, then sit down and slide - saves the legs!"
Novel Course - 5.4km possible
T. Larsson

M21

33.50

P. Murphy

M21

37.06

R. King
R. Jayne

M65
M45??

62.03
63.00 (close

T. Nuthall
M. Ashmore

M49
M44

38.12
38.50

C. Tait &
G. Mohi

M72!!

65.06

R. Boswell

M17

40.20

J. Alldred

M37

42.04

K. Williams
T. Clendon

M38
M50

68.31
79.58

S. Palmer
B. Henderson

M35
M41

42.35
46.30

M. Rose

M21

Retired injured

D. Bradley

M31

46.50

B. Ashmore

M15

47.11

M. Alldred

R. Ambler

M40

48.42

(I saw another woman on this course

C. Bolt

M40

48.50

looking for a 'P' control but she

B. Hanlon

M50

49.10

didn't check in afterwards, so "no"

P. Johansen

M35

50.00

result forthcoming.)

P. Thompson

M32

50.56

'nuff)

Women - (Brave lass!!)
W35

67.00

Course Two
P. Cameron
B. White

M29
M17

27.00
29.00

R. Berry

M26

29.30

M. Rose
R. Kingston

M29
M45

32.00
42.00

K. Browne

M55

42.40

B. Hannah

M50

44.15

C. Ambler
M. Baker

M15
M16

44.25
53.00

(Gives cheek to women with brollies!)
Women
L. O'Brien
S. Berry

W40
W25

K. Ambler

W15

Course Three
M13

35.00

Women

Matthew Tearle M13

39.00

C. & P. McQuillan

Simon Baker
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30.25

FARM

COVE

RESULTS

Event held 26th June 1988
COURSE 1 (60 minute score event.
Maximum points = 440):
1
Mike Ashmore
300 points.
2
Kevin Williams
290 "
3
Leon McGivern
280 "
4= P.Thompson
270 "
4= Colin Giffney
270 "
6
Terry Cragg
260 "
7= J.Bilton
250 "
7= Brendan Whyte
250 "
9= Shaun Wilkinson
240 "
9= Rob Jayne
240 "
11 Phil Melsop
220 "
12= Ross Berry
210 "
12= P.Lally
210 "
14= Peter Wakeman
180 "
14= Paul Potter
180 "
(Did you go home for lunch?)
14= Sue Berry
180 "
17 R.Wakeman
140 "
18 Russel Ireland
30 "
(Better buy a better watch!)
19 Mike McCulloch
-160 "
(Visited all sites!)
Course 2, (4.7km)
1
Barry Tuck
2
Stephen Fotherby
3
Clive & Richard Bolt
4
Ian Barry
(13)
5
Ralph King
6
Pryde, Green &
Mellsop group
7
Linda Harwood
8
Lee Holliday
9
Maureen Holliday
10= Beth Noakes
88m
10= Peter Evans
12 Jane Thompson &
Hera Hillard
13 Kim Picket

Course 3, (2.5km)
1 W.Whyte
2 Natalie Whyte (12)
3 Ian Barry (13)
4 Sam Giffney (9)
5 Ben Cragg (6) &
Helen Twohill
6
D.Hogg
60m 00s
65m 10s 7 Chris Bolt (9)
8 David Newton (13)
66m 34s
68m 34s
00s
88m 00s

37m 22s
44m 33s
47m 53s
51m 45s
57m 15s

21m
27m
28m
30m

00s
26s
00s
00s

30m
32m
56m
59m

35s
00s
00s
00s

94m 00s
96m 00s

Setter's comments: It was unfortunate that the weather had it in for us
on the day, but the many favourable comments showed that all enjoyed
their run in the brisk conditions. It was apparently just the thing
needed for those suffering from an overdose of Telethon. An analysis of
the score results showed that all the sites were visited but that no
single one site was visited by all competitors. 9 competitors incurred
time penalties (6 of them between 1 and 4 mins over time) but the other
three lost between them 1130 points! What alot of wasted effort! The
attached map shows the most popular sites (each visited by 10 or more
competitors).
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SUUNTO
STAR
The SUUNTO STAR is a completely new compass that makes
orienteering simple and faster. It
fits snugly on the thumb, and by
keeping the map and compass in
the same hand both can be seen at
the same time.

$30.00 ea
LESS 10% DISCOUNT TO MEMBERS
(Mail Order send $29.00, covers Postage)

Available from
SURPLUS DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
Cnr Hobson/Cook Sts
AUCKLAND
P.O. Box 39-141

Ph: 732-675
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